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Most always, the particular
problem for which a student
seeks help is alleviated, allowing
:TI0re general ones to be tackled.

Although last year, 75
undergraduates sought. the
services of the six Health Center
counselors, both Dr. Drezner and
Dr. Fass felt that Techers are
reluctant to come to them for
help. They said that students
wait until their lives fall apart
(like during finals) to seek
counseling. They would much
rather have Techers come in
when their problems are still
relatively small-before they blow
up. This would involve people
seeing therapy as "prevel1tativc·
medicine". Dr. Fass commented
that suicide is a response to a lot
of problems piling up and
becoming too difficult to deal
with. Dr. Drezner added that it's
too bad that some people resort
to suicide to alleviate extreme
pain without even having
attempted to resolve their
situation thorugh alternatives
such as therapy.

The stigma associated with
seeking counseling isn't that
much of a problem at traditional
Iiberal arts colleges where
students are more
people·oriented and are used to
talking about personal problems.
Dr. Fass pointed out that in her
experiment with counseling at
the Claremont Colleges, people
were much less hesitant at using
the schools' mental health
services. Interestingly enough, at
the Harvey Mudd campus-a
col1ege with a science and
technology emphasis much like
Caltech-students have the same
stigma associated with therapy as
they do here. Why? Dr. Drezner
replied, "Psychotherapy is not
quantifiable. It's a whole
different philosophy."

Both Dr. Fass and Dr. Drezner
Continued
on Page 11
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Health Center Staff
Encourages Students

by Robert Tajima
The struggle that we call life

can oftentimes be painful. The
rock of toil that we push up ,!nd
up can sometimes grow out of
proportion and slide down
crushing our toes-if not more. It
seems that for undergraduates at
Caltech, problems can very easily
grow insurmountable. Believe me,
I've been through four years at
Tech. I've seen people with lots
of problems. On the everyday
level, students have difficulties

: with handing in their assignments
~ on time, approaching their
~ professors for help, talking to the
'< opposite sex, etc. At the very
t:l bleakest, three of my fellow
~ classmates. committed suicide.
~ Caltech ain't no pie in the sky;
g and it ain't no prune in the
~ moon,' either.
.. One of the best ways to deal

with your problems is to ask for
help. Oftentimes, asking a person
for help is the same thing as
helping yourself, especially if·
that person is qualified to do so.
It's good to seek advice from
your friends, but if they are
experiencing similar difficulties,
then you just might compound
each other's problems. A safe bet
for help is the Institute
psychologists. They have
something very valuable to
offer-an outside viewpoint
grown out of years of experience
with people.

I went over across California
Blvd. to the Health Center to
talk to the Institute
psychologists, Rob .Drezner and
Barbara Fass, about Caltech
undergraduates and Health
Center counseling services. hey
seemed to be genuinely
concerned with establishing a
better rapport with students.
They found their work rewarding
("finding out how people tick"),
and they've had a pretty good
success rate at helping students
feel better about themselves.
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Star Trek, Outer Limits, and
even The Flying Nun. Today he
will tell you that he has given up
writing for "the evil medium"
even though the money was
good, .

On Monday night you'll not
only see Harlan Ellison the
writer, editor, and script-writer,
you'll also witness Ellison the
performer, He's more than just a
speaker; he can be a story·teller,
a preacher, or a clown. His
manner on stage has been
described as acidic, insightful,
loud, funny, and obnoxious all at
once. Ellison loves uproarious
audiences and firmly believes
that MIT undergraduates make
up the best audience in the

Continued on Page 11.

by Mike Nelson

-Harlan Ellison to visit Baxter; story below

That's Entertainment
The C31tech Y is presenting

"An Evening with Harlan
Ellison" at 8 pm, Monday,
February 12, 1979. The program
will be in Baxter Lecture Hall.

Harlan Ellison has gained a
reputation for being one of
today's top authors in the world
of fantasy writing. He's also one
of the most outspoken. The New
Yorker calls him "the chief
prophet of the New Wave in '
science fiction" and after reading
a few of his works you can see
why. Stories like "A Boy and His
Dog", "I Have No Mouth and I
Must Scream", and "'Repent,
Harlequin,' said the
Ticktockman" are both powerful
and unforgetable. Ellison's
writing has made him one of
science ficiton's most
award-winning authors. Legend.g I

has it that the stack of Ellison's ~
awards is taller than he is. .3

But Ellison is more than a-<
writer. Indeed, many claim that »
he made his most significant,J:l
contributions to science fiction ~
when he edited the now-famous 6:
anthologies Dangerous Visions
and Again, Dangerous Visions. In
these collections Ellison brought
together some of the best works
of authors who, like Ellison
himself, had gone beyond the
limits of what is usually labeled
science fiction. Dangerous
Visions helped push the New
Wave of science fiction into
prominence. It also symbolizes
Ellison's efforts to smash the
stereotypes forced upon science
fiction writers (bug.eyed
monsters, Buck Rogers, and the
like).

Ellison's endeavors also spread
to the world of television. Even
if you haven't read any of his
book~ you probably have
watched a few of the television
programs which he's written.
Ellison has written scripts for

by Edward J. Stevie
Though supported by the

Caltech Marching Band, whose
members again asserted their
independence with respect to
¢tch, the basketball team was
unable to capture a victory in
last week's action. Their first
defeat was at the hands of
archrival Whittier, 82-54, and
was followed by a crushing loss
to Redlands, 81-45.

The Beavers came out fighting
against the heavily favored
Whittier squad, last year's NAIA
District III Champions, and made
aclose game of it in the opening
half. Guard Peter Edwards paced
the scientists with clutch baseline
jumpers, while forward Greg
Blaisdell thwarted all scoring
efforts by Poet All-American
forward Mikhail Brown. The
cagers closed the gap to within 6
points early in the second half,
but Whittier's awesome fastbreak
fmally subdued them.

In Saturday's home game
against the Redlands B\llldogs the
absence of guards Bart Croes and
Charles Curatalo proved to be an
insurmountable handicap for our
hoopsters. Facing an aggressive
full·court press the Caltech
backcourt committed a proxysm
of turnovers, and the team found
itself down by 23 points at the
half. Floor shooting of 18% was
all the Beavers could muster.

Following coach Hudson
Scott's inspirational half·time
harangue our heroes 'tame out
like a new team. Ernie Lewis,
playing aggressive defense and
crashing the offensive boards,
spearheaded a comeback by the
theoreticians. The exhaustive
effort, however, was too late and
in the end the opposing
blackguards handed· Tech a
,36-point beating.

Get a Job!
(Sha na na na ...)
. The following is a brief list of
lUmmer jobs available. throughout
the USA. Many programs have
early deadline dates-BE SURE
TO START SUMMER JOB
HUNTING EARLVl

If you are interested in
'IUmmer employment, stop by
the Placement Office in room 8,
Dabney Hall.

American Electric Power
!ervice Corp.

Cold· Spring Harbor
Laboratory (Deadline: March 15,
1979).

Environme n tal I n tern
Programs.

Federal Jobs.
Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory, Energy and
invironmental Division (March 1,
1979).

National Radio Astronomy,.
lbservatory (March 15, 1979).

Procter & Gamble.
Solar Energy Research

rrstitute (February 15, 1979).
Yale University (February 12,

979). [You'd better hurry on
pat one, guys and gals!]

Beavers
Net

Losses
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Tf.\EY LEARNE:D THAT r
'HADN'T "DECLARED SOME
SEX 1.. ~OUN1) OW THE
SlbE.

NO, r CAN'T Ai:"FORD IT.

fY\ Y SE X STAMP ALLOTJY\EN~

GOT CA~CELLED!

Driven To
Destruction

\-\EY, ?ETE., \lJE'!<:c GOI NGs
TO T\-\E MASSAG.E DARLO\::.

'Y00 \t--JTERESTED ?

WHAT?\? HOw CAN
TI-\EY 1)0 THAT TO YOU?

*********************************************

-J. Avery

-David C. Younge

CIT ZPG?
•

Friday Night
Baxter Lecture
.7:30& lO:OU

warn you.

Well, the Tech has changed hands yet again, this time
coming to two lowly ~reshmen wh~s~ .past pub?s~ng
experience has been limIted to graffItI m the MIlhkan
bathrooms. Whatever disadvantages this inexperience may
bode, it brings with it the advantage that we're
open-minded-perhaps more so than those of you who have
been around here long enough to know what's going on!
Suggestions for possible format or emphasis changes are
welcome; for those who don't feel like walking all the way
to WinnqU, I'm in Dabney 32 and John's in Dabney 391.

However, if we don't get any input, we'll assume you
don't care and follow through with our own insane designs.
The results could be disastrous. So don't say we didn't

To the Editors,
While walking down the Olive

Walk last weekend I couldn't
help noticing the desecration that
had occurred at the west end.
Some asshole had driven his car
over the rain-softened grass and
transformed it into something
slightly worse than a mudeo pit.
I don't know who it was, but if
he had thought a little bit before
he put his foot- to the floor he
might have realized that those
big flower pots at the end are
there for a reason. I'm not saying
whether or not those pots should
be there; but since they are
there, why not pay attention to
them? Is it really that much
harder to park in the quad or on
San Pasqual and walk to where
you're going? Th&"e was a time
(ask a Senior) when there was no
grass on the Olive Walk and it
definitely looks better with it. If

P.ardO
Ohn·n.o, we're still here. I ever ca!llchbwhkoehv~r ~id it dQing

it again I rea is race.
-An Irate Senior

['OOOnooOooooooooOOoooooooooooooooooOooO

M
'IThe Caltech Y fly by gon 0 Friday, February 9, NOON CONCERT with ROTO THE WONDER BAND 0
o at noon on the Quad. The concert will be moved into Winnett Lounge Do incase of rain. Bring your lunch. . , 0
o Monday, February 12,AN EVENING WITH HARLAN ELLISON, author, 0
o TV scriptwriter, editor. In Baxter Lecture Hall at *8:00 pm. 0

A·ff · 0 Wednesday, February 14, UPDATE NOON DISCUSSION SERIES with Dr. 0,alre g Halton C. Arp, Staff Member of the Hale Observatories, speaking on g/
0. "Observations of Galaxies and Quasers." In Clubroom 1 at noon. 0

10' , Bring your lunch. 0
o Thursday, February 15, CAREER COUNSELING on INDUSTRIAL 0

Hey, when's the revolution Z? 0- RESEARCH with Dr. William Heller, Manager, Applied Mathematics 0Next Week 0 and Design, Technical Development IBM Corporation and Visiting 0

T P Ch
0 Professor of Computer Science, and Louise Kirkbride, Senior {;,] S'he ,', ' ap,er· a·se 0 Engineer, Pioneer of North America, at 7:30 pm in the Y Lounge. a ubscriptlons
o Sponsored by the Caltech Y and the Gnome Club. n $1.50 per term
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It's that time of year again when all arithmetic becomes
statistics and the struggle to match students and housing is
echoed by the struggle between planning and chance. There
are other tensions mvolved, of course, for the faculty are
no more of one mind than are the students, with differing
philosophies of admission and differing views on student
needs.

Besides the financial reasons for an increased student
body, there is also the argument , made by some faculty
members, that it would be a loss to accept arbitrarily only
400 students, if there were, say, 500 qualified apphcants.
The restrictions on the student body, however, are not
entirely arbitrary, one of the rrime limiting factors being
that of chem lab space. Although 205 is about the
maximum number ot students that can be comfortably
distributed in chem labs, the Chemistry department listen
215 as acceptable, and at present this istlie number that
the Admissions Committee is aiming at for next year's
freshman class.

The 215 figure is nevertheless somewhat uncertain. In
the first place, since the Admissions Committee aqcepts
approximatelY twice as many students as finally come here,
~fit::re is the "inevitable statistical uncertainty. Additionally,
It IS not completely agreed among the faculty that 215 IS
the optimum· numner: Although smaller than the last few
"admIssions targets;" 215 freshmen is seen as too large a
bur~eJ:.l. on the housing system, t::specially with the
possIbIhty that some off-campus housmg may be replaced
to make room for other worthy institutIOns. (Coffeehouse,
anyone?) It is already policy that the student body should
not be enlarged, but tne memories of gas! crowdmg still
bother many p'eople, and the Blacker/Danney basement,
origin~lly intended to be temporary housing, shows all signs
of haVlnp; become permanent.

All tfiis is not to say that there exists no grounds for
optimism. I am told that new off-campus housmg can and
WIll be made available if it appears that some students next

rear will be unable to find spaces with the present system.
hope so. Caltech is almost unique in its attempt to offer

student housing to all upperclassmen who want It, and not
just to all freshmen-this is a practice worth preserving.
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Science and Society

It never ceases to amaze me
that the faculty and students of
Caltech aren't more vocal in their
efforts to modify public policy
on such matters as energy
production, research and
development, etc. I dislike
belaboring the point too much
(not least of all for fear of a
backlash reaction of stubbornness
on the part of the belaboree), so
I'll give the merest outline of my
philosophy here.

I could propose ,that the
enlightened individual has a
moral responsibility to
participate in his/her government;
I could argue that in view of the
prominent social, financial and
intellectual position of the
Caltech man/woman there exists

a duty to share these advantages
and steer the ship of government
away from the reefs of
technological crises. In this
world, though, there are few
absolutes, and the word must is
better off exchanged for should;
thus, I'll only point out the
practical advantage of giving
concerned and able advice to
politicians. If the world order
collapses in the next fifty years,
no miracle of god is going to
shelter Pasadena from the
onslaught. On the other hand, a
smooth-functioning society freed
of the worries of food and
energy shortages, etc., will allow
the people of Caltech to
continue their work in blissful
uninterrupted serenity.

THE CALIFORNIA TECH
This is a rather windy intro

duction to the real problem at
hand today; that is, the
development of a rational
transportation policy for the
United States. For such an
advanced nation there have been
dismayingly few attempts to
improve our car, bus and train
systems. That these systems need
improvement is beyond dispute.

From the Model A to the
Volkswagen, the story of 'Our
society has been the story of the
automobile. It has opened up the
American Dream, created
thousands of new
opportunities-but it has also
brought along both technological
and cultural problems which can
no longer be ignored. Our
millions. of cars burn huge
quantities of fossil fuels, more
than we can afford to waste;
even if new sources'of oil are
found (or if coal can be feasibly
converted), these will be needed
for drugs, plastics, etc. From
2000 on, the man who burns oil
is the man who stabs his
grandchildren in the back.

Even if there were adequate
amounts of fuel we would still

be faced with the problem of
pollution. Internal combustion
engines operating under highway
conditions emit carcinogens,
particulate matter and toxic
gases. Our society is battling to
clean its air and water; I feel that
it will never win this battIe as
long as the automobile runs
berserk.

In addition there are such
problems as traffic congestion,
highway accidents, and such
dangerously subtle phenomena as
this: with instant mobility there
occurs middle-class flight from
the cities to the suburbs, but
Without convenient mass transit
back to the cities (for very few
highly urbanized areas have room
for many cars) suburbanites fail

. to take advantage of the cities as
natural artistic and cultural
centers, thus accelerating their
isolation and decay.

My proposals cover both
national and local planning.
These proposals would take
between ten and twenty years to

continued
on page 4
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TEST YOUR

E.O.
(Economics Quotient>

True False

o 0 (1.) Less than four per
cent of the U.S. labor force are
agricultural workers.

o D (2.) Today, the U.s.
ranks third in international
trade.

A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your
E.Q.

For your free copy, write
."Economics;' Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
ANSWERS: (lsJ!.::ILn: 1.'1

The American
Economic S~stem.
We should all learn more aboul il.
':trI /,:,-:~/: .....,- A publl<, ~efVl(e rnessoge oi

~~ \.:t:/ ~~~~:'~2=:~S;9(OlM)("

YOUR
EDUCATION

DOESN'T
STOP
HERE

The Leakey Foundalion and the P.C.C. Anthropology club will present

An Illustrated Lecture by Professor Phillip Tobias
"The Bushmen: Hunters and Herders of Southern Africa"

. Wednesday, Feb. 14, at The Forum, Pasadena City College
Admission: $3.00 general $2.00 student Reservations:449-0507

Professor Tobias, Head of the University of the Witwatersrand Medical School, South Africa, is
an internationally' renouned specialist in the fossil evidence for human evolution and the study of
modem indigenous peoples in Africa. .

Your education doesn't stop with a baccalaureate degree, It begins
there. Once you enter the world of work you will gain valuable ex·
perience and really discover what it's all about to use what you learned
in college. '

Take the Air Force for example. As a commissioned officer you11 be
handed executive responsibility on your very first job, You11 manage
people and complex systems. You'll be expected to perform well, and
you'll be paid well, too. It's worth working for.

You can get there through the Air Force ROTC program, In fact, we
have a scholarship plan that will net you $100 a month tax free and
pay for all tuition, books and lab fees. And that will free you to concen·
trate on your studies so you can get well prepared for where you're
headed.

Check it out. Find out how you can get into a "graduate" program
like the Air Force. It's a great way to serve your country, and possibly
find your formal education extended at Air Force expense as well.

Cal Tech students can complete AFROTC
at USC 741-2670 , UCLA (825-1742), or
oyola 64~-2770~~~~,r=~~

BOTC
Gotewoy to a great way of life.

Bass
Ben Bro""n, Guitar
R~dne'l~:~~'. Drums
\\I11c\<.e'l Wrig\1t.
ShevO'lnne

vocals

,
I ..

, . musician. 0 p\\l\..,.he perfect ~~ndre prMARCH 11, 3~;'\NEE
I SUN., tJ\

1iAii...
Both concerts in Beckman Auditorium

MONTOYA: .CIT faculty & staff-$7.65-6.75-5.85. CIT students-$6.80-6.00·5.20
GILLESPIE: CIT faculty & staff-$8.55-7.65-6.75'. CIT students-$7.60·6.80-6.00

STUDENT RUSH TICKETS ($2.001 on day of performance, if tickets remain. Tickets available afCaltech Ticket
Office (3.32-921 at Michigan & Lura St. Charge to VISA or MASTER CHAR"E by phoning CIT ext. 1652.

SPONSORED BY THE CALTECH, FACULTY COMMITTEE ON PROGRAMS

For the month of February,
free root beer float

with dinner
for ALL Caltech students

Ii

(Remember: get a 20% discount by buying Caltech cards.)
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I propose that a national
commitment be made to mass
transit. A, well-engineered
high-speed train network i!
needed. These could run
nationally as well as locally,
Smaller tram-lines and bus-routes
could connect suburbs with
urban areas. In view 'Of the
present state of mass transit this
seems a foolishly utopian vision,
but it's not; one simply must
remain aware of what's needed,
Research and development fund!
would run to nearly a ,billion
dollars, spread over 10 years,
Federal and state subsidies woule
run into the billions of dollars,
although there is no a' priori
reason why private companie!
could not build and run the
smaller local lines. This project
would take literally a decade or
more to construct and connecl
the routes in order to ensure
viability.

The point I want most to
make is this: as of today tllil
dream is hopelessly impossible,
and most people simply haven'l
any mass transit to use instead of
cars; however, if we:re willing to
turn away from the car we can
soon have a system where
anyone can ride mass-transit to
work, school, recreation 01

vacation. It can be done.
And yet, what about the carl

Should it be eliminated? No, nol
at all. I propose two major
changes here: the car should
become a luxury instead of a

necessity; and the industry
should switch from
gasoline-powered to electric cars,
Research money would be
needed, but a feasihle power cell
could be on the market -within
15 years (by feasible I mean one
that could travel 50 miles or
more at 50 mph). The advantage!
of electric cars are two-fold:
generating large amounts of
power at electric plants is more
efficient than burning gasoline in
millions of individual engine~

and this electricity could be
generated via solar, nuclear or
hydroelectric means, without the
burning of oil.

Surely the company with the
better ideas is going to howl at
all this. Surely they'll go
bankrupt! Nonsense. Let them
invest their capital over the nexi
decade in re-tooling theu
machines. These corporations can
make just as much money sellin!
50,000 trains as 5,000;000 can,
Government research and subsidy
money will be flOWing into theu
pockets. No, the only worry
they'll have is that their control
of that elusive American Dream
will slowly slip through theu
fingers .

I could go on for many man
pages. It would take a treatise to
detail all the subtle componentl
of these proposals. I can only
hope that you've gotten my
general idea.
**.s..s. -Pat Frantz
"T"**....**....*.*****......**~
Money Handlers
Wanted

FUTURE TYCOONS: Time il
running out!

This is the last chance fOI
people to nominate themselvel
for the Student Investment
Fund's Board of Directors. If
you don't sign up, you won't gel
a chance to take part in investin!
the $50,000. Sign up soon by
filling out an application (don't
worry, it's a short form) available
in Flora's Office. Hurry, the
deadline is. next Wednesday, the
14th at 5pm.

from page 3

develop properly, and would
invQlve a minimum amount of
sudden change. Such a policy
could have been in troduced in
the late 1960s; again, 1974 could
easily have seen these proposals
instituted. The point I'm trying
to make here is that we still have
twenty years with which to
work, if only just barely; if we
delay until after 1985-90, then
we doom ourselves to substantial
hardships and violent disruptions.

Anyone who's ever ridden a
car, bus or taxi in New ,York or
other large cities knows that it
can take an hour to move two
miles. I propose dividing major
areas into alternating streets;
some streets would be closed to
all but pedestrian traffic, some
would be limited to buses, and
some would remain open for
thru-traffic. This would save
gasoline and cut down on
commuting time.

SCIENCE

•~•
•

••
. "

dove unopposed· in the 1- and
3-meter events for two firsts, and
took a second in the.l 00 Back.
Bonnie Blamick easily won the

. 500 and 1000 Free, while athy
Kirschvink got second places in
the 100 1M and the 100 Breast.
Sue Fuhs got second in the 1000
Free and third in the 100
Breast.

The men's team was
overwhelmed by a much larger,
stronger team. Individuals able to
score for Caltech were:
Anderson, with a first in the 50
Free and a second in the 100
Free; Bill Power, with second
places in the 200 1M, 200 Back,
and 200 Breast; John Reimer,
with two firsts in the 500 and
1000 Free; and Bill Polson with
a third in the 200 Fly.

Tomorrow, at 10 am, Caltech
takes on Occidental at home.
Come test your powers of
coordination with a stopwatch,
soak up some sun, or just cheer
us on!

Swimmers Split Two

That's when our General Dynamics
team will be on campus to talk to you
about your future. We're probably best
known as a leading American defense
contractor. But we also have wide-ranging
programs in many other high technology
fields as well. We offer qualified graduates
broad corporate career paths in many
diverse area~: Aerospace. Data Systems.
Marine. Building Products and Resources.
Telecommunications and Electronics.

.There are truly outstanding opportunities
in nearlY every engineering and scientific
discipline with particular emphasis on the
computer sciences:
Disciplines:
Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil,
Computer Science, Electrical,
Electronic, Industrial, Mathematics,
Materials, Manufacturing,
Metallurgical, Mining, Marine,
Mechanical, Nuclear, Optics, Physics;
Reliability, Welding.

Be sure to inquire about Co-op and
Summer Intern programs with General
Dynamics.

There will bean orientation meeting
held the evening before our visit. Be sure
to check the Placement Office for details.

ON FEB.14 It15

GENERAL DYNAMICS

THINKABOUT
TOMORROW

Last Saturday, Caltech's swim
teams travelled to the Claremont
Colleges to meet the combined
teams from Scripps, Claremont,
and Harvey Mudd. The mighty
women's team of six
overwhelmed their nine
opponents completely, beating
them 66 to 37! Unfortunately
the men did not fare as well.
They were beaten, 29 to 72.

The success of the women was
mostly due to the fact that
SCHM had no strong freestyle or
backstroke swimmers, and no
divers. Because of this, CIT
placed first in eight of the eleven
individual events. Chris
Bockenstette and Pam Crane led
the team, each taking two firsts
and a second in their individual
events. '"

Bockenstette placed first in
the 200 Free and the 100 Back,
and second in the 100 Free,
while Crane got firsts in the 50
and 100 Free, and a second in
die 500 Free. Lynn Hildemann



NAVYOFFICERS
GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

EARN OVER$650AMONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR

SENIORYEAR.
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andil says
$1.95 on
the cover

What it Costs, by Barry
Tmhis, Penguin, 255 pp., $1.95.

Just think, by the time you
graduate, you'll have spent 18
grand on' tuition at this place.
And all this time, California
Western University in Santa Ana
will give you a PhD for under
$2000. Tarshis' book is loaded
with such useful information.

The Bayreuth festival (they do
Wagner in the summer) runs
about $54 for good seats (not
including transportation to
Germany). Opening nights at
LaScala in Milan, about $32; a
box at the Met in New Yark
needs to be inherited and then it
still runs about $320 for the
season; and don't even think
about getting a box seat for the
Kentucky Derby.

If you care to get your
physics TA knocked off, figure
about a year's tuition (but then,
you could just bribe him to pass
you, right?). Or on the more
urbane side of life (and some of
my favorite fantaSies), a case of
Chateau Lafite-Rothschild for
$900 (1961 vintage) or $500
(1966), (actually I'd like a case
of. '45) or a case of Dom
Perignon for $750.

With Valentine's Day coming
up, a classified ad on the front
page of the New York Times is
$42 a line, for a minimum of 2
lines. Or better yet $85 to light
up the Eiffel Tower during the
off season-contact Service de
I'Eclairage Publique, City Hall,
Paris.

Winter sports fans would be
interested to know that the
Cresta Brava toboggan run at St.
Moritz-170 meter drop in t300
meters-costs about $40 a run.,
Or, another favorite of mine: a
ride on the Grand Prix circuit at
Monaco with Jackie Stewart
behind the wheel will run about
$5000, if he's available. Contact
his agent in Cleveland.

If you feel left out, you could
join any fo the Augusta National
Golf Club ($12,000 plus $1,000
a year), the West Side Tennis
Club ($800 plus $465 a year), or
the John Birch Society ($48 a
year).

Like a pair of books by IPeter
Passel! entitled The Best and
How To, this is a handy book,to
read if you go to many cocktail
parties. It's also marvelous for
dropping lines at your next bull
session like "Did you know that
it'll only run about $300,000 for
a 47-man expedition to Everest?"

-J. Copeland

If you're a junior or senior
majoring in sciences like
math, physics or engineering,
the Navy has a program you
should know about.

It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Collegiate Program
(NUPOC-Cfor short) and if
you qualify, you can earn as
much as $650 a month right
through your senior year.
Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School,
you'll get an 'additional year
of advanced technical
education. This would cost
thousands in a civilian school,
but in the NCl;vy, we pay you.

It isn't easy. There are
fewer than 400 openings and
only one of every six
applicants will be selected.
But if you make it, you'll
have unequaled hands-on

responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt
edged qualifications for jobs
both in the Navy and out.

Ask your placement
officer to set up an interview
with a Navy representative
when he visits the campus,
or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,
or send in the coupon. The
NUPOC-C Program. Not
only can it help you complete
college. It can be the start of
an exciting career.

,..-------------.,I NAVY OPPORTUNITY 8637 I
INFORMATION CENTER

I P,O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803 I
I Yes, I'd like more information on I

the NUPOC-C Program (~O).

I Name Fir~1 tl'h'as"l'rinl) II Address I
I C~ I

State Zip _

I Age tCollege/University I
I :j:Graduation Date ·Grade Point I
I "'Major/Minor I
I Phone Number ""'.("'~"'I

CNP 2/8L. ..
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2%
23%
29% .
31%

7%
4%
7%

$ 0.00
$ 2.00
$ 4.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.00
$10.00
No Res.

G/fJd Students
Sound Off

The Graduate Student Coun
cil distributed a six-question
multiple-choice questionnaire a
registration in January. The!
were 270 respondents, which i
about 32% of the gradua
student population at Caltec
The questions and percentag
given each response are
follows:

1. Please indicate which level
(GSC) dues you find acceptabl

Fortunato cranks; Abbott follows through

3. Should smoking be prohibit
in all public meeting places
Caltech?

2. Please rank the following are
of GSC activity in order 0

importance.

123
79 66W

42 53 5510

Intramural
Athletics
Parties

Support for 22 81 71
Organizations
Representing 122 . 48 48
Students

Note: The numbers here
absolute number of respond
instead of percentages. If th
results are histogrammed, a de
ranking appears, namely:

1. Representing students
2. Intramural athletics
3. Support for organlzatio
4. Parties

Computer Science, Engineer, Math & Physics MAJORS

Losicon will be on yaur campus

LOGICON'S name is synonymous with technical
excellence. We are a recognized leader in engineering

and computer science fields of software reliability,
fault tolerance, guidance & controls, simulation, and

application systems.

In addition to technical excellece, LOGICON has a
. small-company environment that is ideal for
developing your potential. We can offer you ...

CHALLENGE ... LOGICON's advanced applications
require creative and original solutions to challenging

technical problems.

VARIETY ... LOGICON has built a solid base of
diverse, medium sized contracts which prevents
stagnation and develops new technical skills.

RECOGNITION ... LOGICON lacks the multiple
tiered, rigid management structures of larger
corporations so accomplishments are noticed.
appreciated and rewarded.

GROWTH ... LOGICON has a steady growth pattern
that provides stability while adding opportunities for
our staff to expand their professional horizons.

Yes 77%
No 19%
N.R. 3%

4. Should a formal system
instituted for evaluating
quality of teaching in gradua
courses at Caltech?

Yes 67%
No 26%
N.R. 6%

5. How satisfied are you wi
Caltech's library system?

6. Do you think the Californ
Tech should be made into
campus-wide newspaper-to
receiv~d by all graduate studen
(and paid for out of GSC dues)

11%
44%
17%
21%

4%
2%

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Indifferent
Unsatisfied
Very Unsatisfied
No Response

Yes 45%
No 50%
N.R. 5%

(Yeah, why pay for them whe
you can rip them off? the ed

255 W. 5th Street, San Pedro, CA 90731
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

LOGICON

Thursday, February 15
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Boeing will be here'within the
next two weeks. So sign up for your

interview today in the Placement Office.
Then we can tell you in person about

all the opportunities you'll have to grow
with Boeing.

If this time is inconvenient for you,
just write us: The Boeing Company,
P. O. Box 3707-VLO, Seattle, WA 98124.

An equal opportunity employer.
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Last Chance
If you have not taken BEM

110 from Professor Robert Gray,
the coming third term of
1978-1979 is the last time you
can take this course from him.
Because of age and health (too
much age and not enough health)

he is scheduled to be promoted
to Professor Emeritus The
course has helped many Caltech
students prepare for the shock of
working for money instead of
grades.

It is not clear as to whether
or not the course will be
continued after Gray's retirement

His other courses, BEM 132
and BEM 106, were not offered
this year. A few years ago when
Professor Huttenback was
chairman of H&SS, the Division
recomended that BEM courses
not be given credit towards the
H&SS requirement. The faculty
rejected this recommendation.
The Division wins the war,
however. If the courses are not
given, no one can take them for
any type of credit.
-Robert Gray

Ifyou're about to graduate with an engi
neering or computer science degree, we'd
like to talk to you about your futur~.

Will it be in commercial jetliners? We're
building two new planes - the 767 and 757.
While the orders for 727s, 737s and 747s keep
coming from allover the world.

Perhaps you'd like to get into the aero
space field, where we have more projects
going than you can shake a calculato! at.

Or maybe you'll help us provl~e

computer services to over 2,°9° cli
ents, including government, pnvate
industry, commercial airplanes and
aerospace.

Whatever path you take
at Boeing, you'll enjoy living
in Seattle - one of Ameri
ca's most beautiful cities.

Ashley Roachclip Returns!
Barton C. Gilbert will appear

on campus tonight, February 9,
to speak on his initiative to·
legalize the possession, sale, and
use of marijuana. Petitions will
be available for those Wishing to
aid him in the ballot drive. The
meeting will be at 8 pm in the Y
lounge, second floor of Winnett,
and is sponsored by the Caltech
Libertarian Alliance.

ENGINEERING & CO'APUTER SCIENCE MA.JC)RS

Be Tuted!
The list of Biology tutorials

(Bi 23) to be offered next term
is now available outside the
Biology Office, 156 Church, and
outside Rm. 12, Beckman Labs.
The tutorials are staffed by
Biology faculty, postdocs and
grad students. They provide an
opportunity for learning through
personal contact in a small group
situation and cover a broad range
of subjects. Bi 23 may be taken
for up to 6 units; grading is
pass/fail. For details, see Ron
Konopka, Rm. 12, Beckman
Labs.

Your Eyes Only
this means anything to you,
tact Security at 1702.

6 Jan. 1979
Love -
Thought you might be able ~o

this· at times when your blg
67 is too bulky.
Played your toccata and fugue
t night and it is great.. Do~bt
I'll ever get tired of hstenmg
it.

eaking of
'yd~s ...
WANTED: Someone to repair
Nord-France 10-speed bicycle.
ds front wheel alignment and

ake adjustments. Will pay.
ntact CJ Beegle, x2188,
using Annex.

Much, much love
Unreadable Initials

Cycling
NOTICE: All unclaimed
ides remaining in the Bicycle
op after 2:00 pm on Saturday,
bruary IO will be thrown out.
eshop will be open after noon
r the convenience of anyone
'iliing to claim stored items.
ub officers will also be
'lable to accept membership
es and key deposits. The Shop
located in the Garbage Court
the old undergraduate houses.

cause we like you ...)
The Caltech Y is looking for
er, young Techers who wish
be part of next year's Caltech
Student Executive Committee.
e need twelve people who wm
k, pUblicize, and put on Y
grams. The job is guaranteed
put all that spare time of

urs to good use [huh?}. If
're interested, come in and
up in the Y Office. You

uld ask Walt Meader, Director
the Y, for some additional

tails. Graduate students are
cially welcome.

ttering and Biofeedback:
A doctoral candidate at

uller Graduate School of
enology is conducting a
search program which is
ploring the use of biofeedback
atreatment for stuttering. All
dividuals accepted into the
gram will receive biofeedback
'ning at no cost to them. If
u are a moderate to severe
tlerer; or know of such an

.ividual who may be interested
this program, please call Don
seh at 795-5144.

eky: Man or Myth?
"BUCKMINSTER FULLER:
E MAN, InS IDEAS AND
ENTlONS" will be the topiC
a lecture-discussion by Dr.

tronio Rios at 8 pm, Friday,
b~uary 16, at the Community

{)Om of Glendale Federal
ings, 722 East Colorado Blvd.,
dena. Dr. Petronio Rios, a

rmer professor of Economic
velopment at CSULA, has
en, for many years, concemed
'th making Dr. Fuller's views
ore easily understood. Dr. Rios'

is being sponsored by
Society: Today and
morrow," a Mensa SIG, and
e public is invited to attend,
'thout charge. For information

this and future programs:
9·5555.

riday, February~, 1979
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Q: Bachelor No. !, if you
were my houseplant, how
would I have to treat you to
make you feel good?
A: Vh, well, uh, uh, you'd
have to rub my leaves, and,
uh, water me every day, and
talk to me every day, and,
uh, dance with me every
day ....

BobHope
says:
"RedCross
canteach you
frrstaid.
And first aid
canbea
life saver."

Dale was laughing now, and
everyone was entranced. The
girl aske d the second
question.

Q: Bachelor No. I, what do
you think of marriage?
A: Well, marriage isn't for me
right now. It's not something
you should rush into like a
first date.

"relaxxxxed," we went to
the Dating Game offices.
After standing out in the hall
for five minutes, trying to get
up the courage that we had
left in the bar downstairs, we
finally made it.

"Hi htere, you must be
Dale and Tim," said the man
behind the dest. "Just take
these forms in the other
room, fill them out, get your
picture taken, and wait in
room A." We sat down in the
corner and Dale started to go
quietly out of control. He
filled one form out
incorrectly, and laughed all
the while he filled in his
description of his "ideal
mate." Everyone else in the
room was trying to
concentrate on the forms,
being very serious about the
whole affair. We finally
finished the forms, and were
instructed to go into a room
to wait with some other
guys.

An hour passed, and then
Dale and I had our chance.
All I can say is that Dale
came through in the clutch,
just like a thoroughbred
horse winning by a nose. He
was so cool and collected, an
air of confidence was
definitely noticeable. I was
truly amazed.

"That's Diame Kimball, that's
Diane Kimball." Then we
heard "....and here she is
now, Diane Kimball!" What
the hell was going on? Well, it
turned out that Dale knew
this girl from his high school.
Ah, an omen! We were ready
once again.After changing out
appointment to the eighth of
January, the day finally
came.

•
What the hell. The worst

thing that could happen was
that we could get terribly
rejected, right? Anyway, after
a bottle of wine and some
beer, we left the house at
4:00. We laughed all the way
to Hollywood, making jokes
beer, we left the house at
4:00. We laughed all the way
to Hollywood, making jokes
and imagining what it would
be like if one of us got on
the show. We weren't even
nervous (not 'until we found
the building, that is).
Fortunately, we were 45
minutes early, so w.e
immediately went into the
bar to "relax." Pretty well

THE CALIFORNIA TECH
contestant. We were ready.
But still we were getting cold
feet. Actually, we were
chickening out. I talked to
my parents on the phone:
Dad% Go for it!
Mom: Oh no!!!
Not only that, but Wern,
Kurt, and the rest of out
buddies would have given us
a lot of shit if we had not
gone.

We continued to troll the
show. One night I had gotten
back from the library at
10:57, just in time to watch
the show. "Come on Dale,
let's go watch," I said. "No, I
have too much work to do."
"Come on." "OK." We sat
down just as the show
starte~l. They introduced the .
three bachelors and the girl
walked on stage. All of a
sudden Dale went wild. "I
know that girl, I know that
girl!!" he cried. "What?" we
all said. We all assumed Dale
was just going out of control,
something we all took for
granted. But Dale kept
insisting that he actually
knew this beautiful girl.

except I didn't have a ride.
How would I get to
Hollywood? Answer: Dale
Ota.

Finally, he agreed, and we
both had an interview for
finals week, But out initial
enthusiasm wore off quickly.
"Why am I doing this?" cried
Dale. "I don't know," came
the rpely.

So we began trolling the
Dating Game, to get some
idea of the questions asked.
Reluctance gave way to
enthusisam and excitement
when- we watched out first
show. Miss April, who had
been poured info her shirt
for the occasion, was the first

~ ~ .. -----
nna ft".
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It might surprise you, but Hughes doesn't make aircraft. What we do has been
expressed nicely by our Chairman of the Board, Dr. Allen E. Puckett:
'We're involved in a wide range of communications technologies, making
sensors that operate on all parts of the electronic spectrum, and computers
and signal processors that issue commands or store and present data.
In the midst of the dramatic electronic infonnation explosion, Hughes
is putting data sensing, communications and data processing
advances to work for people like you and me."

If you're an EE, ME, AE, IE, Physics, Material Science or
Computer Science major, you could become part of this
exciting and challenging commitment. You could become
involved in aerospace, ground systems, industrial electronics,
space and communications and research. And don't
worry about getting lost - at Hughes, we work in small
groups where individual initiative is valued highly.

Hughes - for all the right reasons. For details on
our opportunities, contact your placement office,
or write: Manager, College Relations,
Hughes Aircraft Company,
P.O. Box 90515, Bldg. 100/445,
Los Angeles, CA 90009.

r------------------,
I I

: HUGHES:
I ,

~------------------~Creating a new world with electronics
An equal opportunity employer, MI F/ He

US. CitIzenship required

by Tim Brazy
This story has its roots

way back in first term. We
were listening to the radio
one day when a commercial
came on announcing the
Dating Game was looking for
a few "sexy guys and gals"
for their show. A few raised
eyebrows. "Why not?" I said.
I picked up the phone and
dialed. "Hello, Dating Game?
My name is Alan Kamei .. .'"
Click. Alan had just hung up
for me. Apparently, he didn't
want to have the honor.
"Why don't you do it?" asked
Mark. "OK, what the hen." I
called and the appoi'jtment
was all set for sometime
during finals week. Perfect,

ft.·
•••••
•••• •vu.
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Question: Is this man
incontrol?

The Dating Game has its
hands full to say the least.

{Oddly enough, another
Techer was on the dating
game recently. His name is
Joel Balbien, a second-year
graduate student in Social
Science. Tune in to the
~ating Game next Thursday
night and watch him win.]

~ :: ::~~I 7 ~~; [:q:::::}"J]] !:£~ :::: ~::;;

The interview was over, and
Dale and I laughed all the
way home. They would call
within a month if we had
made it. We thought it was
over. But was it'!

A week had gone by when
the phonecall came in. Dale
had made the Dating Game!
Not only that, but he had
been chosen to ask the
questions!! Unbelievable, for
a man who is totally out of
control. An example:

They say a picture is worth a
thousand words. Look at the
picture.

f'riday, February 9, 1979

C.I.A.
AN EQ,UAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

(Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply)

NOW IS THE TIME
TO CONSIDER JUNE

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

The Central Intelligence Agency has professional
opportunities for persons trained in the disciplines
listed below. If you are a senior or graduate student
now completing your studies we will be pleased to
reView your credential~.

• Aeronautical Engineering • International Relations
• Electrical Engineering '. Information Science
• Electronic Engineering • Computer Science
• Nuclear Engineering • Mathematics
• Aerospace Enginel(ring. Economics
• Optical Engineering • Physics

An initial assignments are in the Washington, D.C. area.
Some require foreign travel U.S. citizenship required.

Get an application form from the PLACEMENT
CENTER, Room 10, Dabney Hall. MAIL IT NOW!!
Qualified applications will be contacted to arrange an
off-campus interview.

MAIL YOUR RESUME OR APPLICATION FORM TO:

CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

L.L. CURRAN
P.O. BOX 669

LAWNDALE, CA 90260

1';= ;' '::'; ; i J 31

; j i;; :: if j Hi ? At the entrance to the Caltech Bookstore
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Ski Touring: A Different Kind of Ski Experience

There are two kinds of skiing
alpine and nordic.

How do they differ? In a nut-shell,
alpine skiing concerns downhill skiing
while nordic deals with skiing on level
ground. Nordic is oft'en referred to as
cross-country skiing or ski touring.

Nordic skiing is considered "the
quiet sport" because of its more re
laxed, back-to-nature approach to ski
ing. You're not whizzing down a slope
or trail; instead, ski tourers glide along
the ground through old logging trails
or specially cut XC trails through the
woods, or over golf courses and hill
sides.

Basically, nordic skiing is simply
straight .forward walking and sliding
on skis. The nordic ski is more narrow
than alpine models and the binding
allows the heel of the boot to rise in a
natural walking movement; alpine
bindings secure the boot to the ski.

In addition to the more inexpensive
nature of nordic skiing, one of its pri
mary attractions is its compatibility
with Mother Nature and undisturbed
ecology. No lifts. No motors. Small,
narrow trails. Away from the crowds,
cross-country skiers are usually by
themselves as they glide over the coun
tryside.

A skitourer easily breaks into a glide
with each step, using ski poles to sus
tain the momentum. With only a mini-

mum of concentration, the average
non-skier can quickly catch the rhythm
of ski touring.

An experienced ski tourer can cover
terrain about twice as fast as hiking the
same ground.

Nordic skiers often pack a light meal
before starting their trek and then stop
along the trail for an impromptu pic
nic, much like spring skiing at alpine
areas.

Two reasons for the recent growth of
nordic skiing are the expense and the
conditions. Trail fees are often as low
as a dollar or two and XC skiing needs
a bare minimum of snow cover-just
enough to cover the ground. Because
the traffic is not as heavy nor as toug~

as on alpine terrain, nordic trails can
get by with an inch or two of snow.

Many alpine areas and lodges have
instituted ski touring centers with in·
struction and equipment (to buy or
rent) to help provide a gentle alterna·
tive to downhill skiing. But the winning
combination is the same-skis and
snow.

Quintet

Quintet

Quintet. Quintet
Quintet

Imagine a world frozen into a
nearly solid sphere and frozen
into a time when and where only
the death of humankind is left to
occur. The sight of dogs
devouring the dead outside your
door is not a cause of alarm. A
glimpse of a goose in migration is
an awesome wonder. You have
I¥Jwhere to go. You will be
overpowered by man's last
passion for victory and revenge.
You have no friends. You must
play the game; you must win at
Quintet.
, The players of this intriguing
diversion-created by Robert
Altman-come from a
multinational cast including Paul
Newman as Essex, Bibi
An d e rsson - as Ambrosia,
Fernando Rey as Grigor, and
Vittorio Gassman as St.
Christopher. Their world is a
reality as a result of
Director/Producer Altman's
imagination and his crew's
inspired set design.

To create the illusion of a
frozen world the filming was
done around Montreal, Canada
and at Frobisher Bay during the
winter. No other feature film has
been done under' these extreme
conditions. All the set~, even
those for the interior scenes,
were outdoors where the
temperature was always below
freezing. About the sets,
production designer Leon
Erickson said: "All we could
control was fifty percent of it.
We'd build a supporting
structure, and then snow and ice
would cover it creating a
completely different effect."

The cold proved to be a
challenge for the crew. A
six-story grid-work building was
built along the St. Lawrence
River's He St. Helene. Sets were
welded onto the structure to
prevent the gales off the St.
Lawrence Seaway from blowing
them away. Ten times the usual
amount of electrical equipment
were required to service the
filming gear. Warming elements
had to be mQunted on all
cameras and lenses to keep them
from freezing. Some cables
became frozen and could not be
removed until the spring thaw:
On some days, snow drifts forced
the company to snowplow its
way to the location; on others,
they had to snowplow out.

Despite the use of tons of salt
and sand, walking was always
hazardous on the slick ice. The

continued
on page 11
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Health Center Psychologists Lack Patients Ellison
Continued
From Page 1

• SSaUIZIJJ3 PlHf

world, jimply because they shout
as loudly at him as he does at
the audience. For instance, on a
tape entitled "Harlan Ellison
Alive and Very Annoying at
MIT" the first voice you hear is
that of a member of the
audie nee yelling "Focus!"
Typically, Ellison then erupts in
an assault on the audience. For
some reason audiences love it.
Monday night at 8:00 Ellison
will discover what a Caltech
audience is like. Be there.

organize .heir time more
efficiently.

To be more accessible to the
undergraduates, the Health
Center has instituted a program
of peer counseling. So far, there
have been 16 undergraduates
trained to listen to their peers
about problems. However, as of
yet, not all the houses are
represented. Also, a drop-in
center has been created in the
Fleming-Dabney basement for

. which no appointments are
necessary. The times are
Wednesday: 9:30-10:45 am,
Thursday: 1:00-2:30 pm, and
Friday: 1:00-2:00 pm. So far,
not many students have taken
advantage of the facility. They
would like it to be of greater •
service.

particular house.
Dr. Drezner stressed that a

student should not feel as if he
or she is making a major
commitment by visiting a
psychologist. He or she can see
the therapist for as long as
deSired. If the student wants to
stop coming-fine. Both long and
short term problems are dealt
with. All conversations are
strictly confidential. Dr. Drezner
encouraged people to come talk
about even insignificant matters.
For example, the counselors can
help the student improve his or
her study skills. Dr. Drezner
observed that many
undergraduates were so. smart in
high school that they never
learned how to study efficiently.
He said they could help students

which allows people to get to
know each other better.
However, sometimes house
rivalry cuts undergrads off from
potential friends in other houses.
Dr. Drezner said that some
freshmen complain of having no
one with whom to study because
their house members aren't in
their classes. Another problem
with student house society is
that an individual who gets a bad
reputation initially oftentimes
carries it for the rest of his stay
at Caltech. These people become
very isolated. Other house
members label them and don't
see them as being able to change.
Dr. Fass and Dr. Drezner believe
it would be good to have more
interhouse activities. Students
should be able to have social
ou tlets beyond their own

Continued
From Page 1

lrongly believe that it would be
pod . for Techers to try to
Iiversify their lives. Dr. Drezner
ielt that Caltech is too
lomogeneous. He stated,
'[here's more to the world than
chnology." Dr. Fass added, "I
el it is in the interest of more
ctional people to broaden

eir experiences." Dr. Drezner
mrnented that occasionally
iors are afraid of leaving Tech
d going out to the "real
orld". They don't know what
do next.
As for the role student houses

lay in the undergraduate's social
fe, Dr. Fass felt that they had
th positive and negative
ects. Student houses have a

uilt-in socialization process

r- ·· -,
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- Eve Bennett

from page 10

HI~ AND HERS
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THE HAIR CUTTERS

1009 E CPLORAOO PASADENA
NEXT TO THE ACADEMY THEATRE

PAIKING IN ~EAR

QUINTET

actors' talents were tested by
their having to look nonchalant
while negotiating on the ice. The
river scenes were particularly
difficult. During them, the
temperature was forty below
zero. One crewmember slipped
into the water and was rushed
away for emergency medical
treatment.

The actors wore multiple
layers of thermal underwear and
outer clothing made of thick,
heavy materials. To manufacture
the two hundred costumes
needed, a clothing factory was
set up in a deserted building near
the sets. The garments were worn
in combination so as to capture
insulating air layers and were
very successful in keeping the
actors warm. .

The dogs which ominously
appear in Quintet are of a breed
called Kottweilers. They are
descendants of Roman war dogs
which were sent ahead of the
troops to weaken the enemy.
This particular pack was obtained
in Southern California and driven
to Canada to acclimate them to
the cold.

Unlike many Robert Altman
movies (M*A *S*H, A Wedding)
which are collages of related
scenes, this film has a plot which
is better left for the viewer to
experience kimself. It can be said
that the action is not non-stop,
but that the events move in a
cold, calculating way which allow
the viewer time to reflect upon
their meaning and time to

,acclimate to this situation
removed· in time and space.

Quintet is a Twentieth
Century-Fox release which opens
today, February 9.
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An InVitation from IBM
to discuss yourcareer

Tuesday&Wednesday,
February27&28,at the Caltech
PlacementOffice.
If you are thinking about a career in engineering, computer
science or sales/marketing, IBM is certainly one company you
should consider.

IBM provides a uniquely creative environment in which talented
people are encouraged to accept the challenge and responsibility
offered by one of the prime growth industries: information
technology.

We canoffer you a remarkable variety of career opportunities
in many areas. Come and talk with us. We'll be interviewing
at Caltech all day, February 27 & 28. Your Placement Office
will be happy to set up your appointment.

In the meantime, if you would like to know more about us and
the many opportunities we offer, our career brochures are
available at the Placement Office. <
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Harley Thronson
Corporate College Relations Manager
IBM Corporation
3424 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90010


